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BACKGROUND
Traditional breeding of many
ornamentals has
unintentionally selected against
scent due to the negative
correlation between longevity
and fragrance. The lack of
distinctive scent in many
modern floricultural varieties
has been recognized as one of
the major problems in the
floriculture industry.
Engineering transgenic plants
with improved scent quality

would ameliorate this
problem. However, it
requires an understanding of
the molecular and
biochemical basis of floral
scent production,
availability of cloned genes
encoding enzymes involved
in the biosynthesis of floral
volatiles, and promoters
directing the expression of
these genes to the proper
tissue (petals) and at the
proper stage of
development. We have
investigated the molecular
changes that affect the level
of scent emission in
snapdragon, isolated new

genes involved in the
formation of volatile
compounds, and isolated and
analyzed the BAMT (Sadenosyl-L-methionine:
benzoic acid carboxyl
methyltransferase) and LIS
(linalool synthase)
promoters, which could be
potentially used to produce
transgenic cut flowers with
improved novel scents.

MATERIALS AND
METHODS
Floral scent emitted from
flowers of 50 snapdragon
varieties was determined by
headspace analysis in
combination with gas
chromatography and mass
spectrometry. New genes
involved in floral scent
production were isolated using
a functional genomic approach.
The function of the genes was
confirmed by overexpression in
E. coli followed by enzyme
assays. The BAMT promoter
region was isolated from a
genomic DNA library. The
putative full-length BAMT and
LIS promoter regions (2kb)
were translationally fused to
the GUS-NOS reporter gene
and transformed into Petunia
Mitchell using Agrobacterium
tumefaciens. Ten independent
transgenic lines were identified
containing the GUS gene under
control of the BAMT or LIS
promoters.

RESULTS
Regulation of low to
moderate emission of
methylbenzoate
We found that out of 50
analyzed cultivars, only three –
‘Sonnet White’, ‘Potomac
White’ and ‘Potomac Pink’ did not emit methylbenzoate or
emited it at very low levels.
Analysis of BAMT gene
expression revealed that the
lack or very low emission of
methylbenzoate emission in
‘Potomac White’ and ‘Sonnet
White’ was due to the absence
of BAMT gene expression. In
contrast, expression of BAMT
mRNA in ‘Potomac Pink’ was
relatively high and comparable
to its expression in ‘Maryland
True Pink’, the cultivar with
the highest methylbenzoate
emission. We found that
‘Potomac Pink’ contains two
forms of the BAMT gene, an
active and inactive (BAMT*)
with 10 changes in the amino
acid sequence. Analysis of
BAMT and BAMT* gene
expression, activity, and
methylbenzoate emission in 14
individual plants from the F2
population revealed that some
interactions existed between
BAMT and BAMT* genes. An
increasing relative amount of
BAMT* caused a decrease in
overall BAMT activity. This
could result in the formation of
inactive heterodimers, which
are rapidly degraded.

